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Abstract
Conformational changes in the side chains are essential for protein-protein binding. Rotameric
states and unbound-to-bound conformational changes in the surface residues were systematically
studied on a representative set of protein complexes. The side-chain conformations were mapped
onto dihedral angles space. The variable threshold algorithm was developed to cluster the dihedral
angle distributions and to derive rotamers, defined as the most probable conformation in a cluster.
Six rotamer libraries were generated: full surface, surface non-interface, and surface interface -
each for bound and unbound states. The libraries were used to calculate the probabilities of the
rotamer transitions upon binding. The stability of amino acids was quantified based on the
transition maps. The non-interface residues stability was higher than that of the interface. Long
side chains with three or four dihedral angles were less stable than the shorter ones. The transitions
between the rotamers at the interface occurred more frequently than on the non-interface surface.
Most side chains changed conformation within the same rotamer or moved to an adjacent rotamer.
The highest percentage of the transitions was observed primarily between the two most occupied
rotamers. The probability of the transition between rotamers increased with the decrease of the
rotamer stability. The analysis revealed characteristics of the surface side-chain conformational
transitions that can be utilized in flexible docking protocols.
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INTRODUCTION
The knowledge of protein-protein interactions is important for understanding protein
function. The rapidly increasing amount of experimentally determined structures of proteins
and protein-protein complexes provides foundation for research on protein interactions and
complex formation. Protein interfaces are often described by their size, shape, amino acid
composition, and a variety of other structural and physicochemical characteristics.1–4
Structural changes in proteins upon complex formation are the subject of many studies.5–14
Different models have been proposed for the binding process including an early concept of
“lock and key,”15 induced-fit,16 and conformational selection.8–10,14,17,18
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An earlier study by Betts and Sternberg19 described flexibility of the side chains and the
backbone in proteins upon binding, without pointing the specific directions of the changes.
The conclusion was that the interface conformational change is larger than that of the non-
interface. The side-chain flexibility in small ligand-receptor binding was studied by
Najmanovich et al.20 The side-chain flexibility analysis in the first two dihedral angles of
paired unbound proteins21 determined that buried residues were inflexible, having similar
conformations in different crystal structures. Ile, Thr, Asn, Asp, and the large aromatics
showed limited flexibility when exposed on the protein surface, whereas Ser, Lys, Arg, Met,
Gln, and Glu were found to be flexible. Directions of the side-chain conformational changes
were studied by Koch et al.22 for five amino acid types. Beglov et al.23 found that the end
group positions change < 1Å upon association for > 60% of the interface side chains. The
study also determined that often an interface side-chain conformation in the bound state can
be selected from a small ensemble of low energy rotamers and the corresponding side-chain
conformation in the unbound state.
Guharoy et al.24 studied the unbound-to-bound rotamer transitions in the first two dihedral
angles considered separately from each other and showed that the interface residues undergo
larger conformational changes than the other surface residues, and the larger flexibility is
associated with longer side chains. Three states (g−, t, g+) defined by Dunbrack and Cohen25
were used for each of the dihedral angles. The results showed that often an inter-rotamer
transition occurs in the direction of a more occupied state.
This study expands our previous analysis of side-chain conformational changes upon protein
binding26 where the extent and frequency of conformational transition were calculated for
all dihedral angles. We showed that the scale of the conformational changes increases from
the near backbone dihedral angle to the most distant one, for most amino acid residues. The
opposite trend was found in the residues with symmetric aromatic (Phe and Tyr) and
charged (Asp and Glu) groups, where the first dihedral angle, closest to the backbone,
changes most. In general, short and long side chains were shown to have different
propensities for conformational change, in agreement with the results by Guharoy et al.24
Long side chains with three or more dihedral angles are often subject to large
conformational transition. Shorter residues with one or two dihedral angles typically
undergo local conformational changes not leading to a conformational transition.
In the current study, we developed the variable threshold algorithm to cluster the dihedral
angle distributions and to derive the most probable side-chain conformations in the clusters
that define rotamers. We compiled interface, non-interface, and full surface rotamer libraries
of amino acids in bound and unbound proteins, considering all dihedral angles of a particular
amino acid simultaneously. To generate the libraries, we used a non-redundant set of
protein-protein complexes and corresponding unbound structures from Dockground.27 The
libraries were used to calculate the probabilities and the percentages of unbound-to-bound
inter- and intra-rotamer transitions of interface and non-interface residues and to analyze
stability of the rotamers for all amino acid types. The results point to important
conformational characteristics of protein binding and provide guidelines for docking
methodologies.
METHODS
The analysis was performed on the non-redundant Dockground docking benchmark set 3,27
which contains bound and corresponding unbound protein X-ray structures. The dataset
consists of 233 complexes, with the unbound structures of both interacting proteins for 99
complexes, and the unbound structure of one interacting protein for 134 complexes. The
dataset has sequence identity between bound and unbound structures in a complex > 97%,
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sequence identity between complexes < 30%, and excludes homomultimers, crystal packing,
and obligate interactions.
The analysis was restricted to the surface residues, with an assumption that they play the
major role in binding. The surface residues were defined as those having relative solvent-
accessible surface area (RASA) ≥ 25% in bound and unbound state (the bound state of a
protein was considered without its interaction partner in complex). The interface residues
were defined as the surface residues, which lose > 1 Å2 solvent-accessible surface area
(SASA) upon binding, calculated by NACCESS.28 The residue statistics is summarized in
Table S1.
The side chain conformation was represented by dihedral angles, calculated by Dang.29 The
angles varied in (−180°, 180°) interval, with the exception of the last χ angle in Phe, Tyr,
Asp and Glu, which due to the symmetry of the aromatic and charged groups were
reduced30 to Asp χ2 (−90°, 90°), Glu χ3 (−90°, 90°), Phe χ2 (−30°, 150°), and Tyr χ2
(−30°, 150°).
Clustering in the dihedral space: Variable Threshold algorithm
The dihedral angles distributions were calculated for each residue type in bound and
unbound structures in the multidimensional space of all dihedral angles. To examine
different aspects of the side chains conformations, the distributions were clustered by a
novel Variable Threshold (VT) algorithm, which is a hierarchical generalization of the QT
clustering31 algorithm, and is more applicable to elongated multidimensional samplings. The
original QT clustering is a method of partitioning data, designed for gene clustering. It
constructs disjoint clusters with the maximum occupancy, including points close to the
cluster, until the diameter of the cluster surpasses the threshold. The dihedral angles
distributions have few distinctive local peaks, but their vicinity has no regular shape, and is
usually elongated along the last angle. Thus, to map the non-regular areas by clusters, we
implemented the multi-stage cluster expansion algorithm. In the algorithm, the clusters
expand into the non-regular dense areas with a decreasing clustering radius, which depends
on VT step i as Ri+1 = Ri/2. The initial radii R0 given in Table I were optimized for each
residue to maximize the coverage of the dihedral angles distribution functions (Figure 1). At
the first stage, each point of the distribution is considered as a potential origin of a cluster
with radius R0. The most populated candidate sphere is selected and marked as the first
cluster. Spheres that overlap with the selected cluster are removed from consideration and
the entire procedure is repeated on a smaller set of points that does not include points in the
first cluster. A predefined number of large non-overlapping clusters (the procedure to define
the cluster number is described in “Optimization of the initial parameters” below) is
generated.
At the second stage, smaller clustering spheres with a radius R1 = R0/2 are grown from
within the previously defined clusters to expand the clusters. A candidate sphere is defined
with the center at each point that lies within the parent spheres only. The occupancy of the
candidate sphere is calculated outside the defined spheres (overlapping parts are not
considered). The most populated candidate sphere (the cluster extension) is selected and
added to the parent cluster, from which it was drawn. Then, the algorithm generates new
candidate spheres from within the previously defined spheres (including the just added
extension) and compares occupancies of the non-overlapping areas. The radius of any
candidate sphere is always equal to the half radius of its parent sphere. The procedure of
cluster growing is repeated while there are candidate spheres with non-zero occupancy. The
smaller spheres from the second step and later may overlap. In this case, the points at the
intersection are assigned to the sphere that was drawn first. The initial clusters grow
concurrently at the second stage (e.g., at some VT step, one of the clusters adds a sphere of
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radius R0/4, and then the other cluster adds a sphere of radius R0/16). At the final step,
spheres with radius two times larger than the original one are drawn from the initial spheres’
centers to cover the remaining unassigned points. Points at the intersection of spheres are
assigned to the cluster with a more populated initial sphere.
A rotamer was assigned to each cluster as the most probable point defined by the largest
number of cluster points that belong to a sphere of 10° radius with the center at this point.
Thus, the rotamer not necessarily coincided with the center of the corresponding initial
sphere. Tables S2 and S3 show surface interface and non-interface rotamer libraries in the
decreasing order of occupancy of the initial sphere of the cluster. Figure 1 shows the
dihedral angles distribution in all surface Histidines in the bound state.
Optimization of the initial parameters
The clustering has two input parameters: the number of the initial spheres n and the initial
clustering radii. The parameters were independently defined for each amino acid by a
combination of visual inspection of the dihedral angles distributions, their one-dimensional
projections, and optimization of the cluster occupancy (coverage). The parameters were
varied to increase the coverage, while avoiding the inclusion of any of the distribution main
peaks into different clustering spheres.
Table I shows the initial sphere radii R0 for different amino acids. Small amino acids, with
the exception of Asn, have R0 =35°. The distribution of Asn dihedral angles is elongated at
the second angle. The average standard deviation in the rotamer clusters vary between 11°
and 26° for all amino acids except Asn. The average standard deviation in the Asn rotamer
clusters is 36°. Thus, a larger 55° radius was chosen for the clustering of Asn distributions.
Long side chains with three or four dihedral angles had more scattered distributions than the
shorter ones. Thus, larger clustering radii were used for the long chains. To optimize the
number of the clusters and the initial clustering radii, the coverage (percentage of points
assigned to the clusters) was maximized for the long side chains.
The number of the initial clusters for the long side chains was selected in such a way that the
coverage gains < 0.5% if another cluster is taken into account. An example for Lys is shown
in Figure 2. According to the data in the figure, the number of clusters was 21. To optimize
the coverage, for Met, we used r = 45°, and for Lys, Gln and Arg, r = 50°. In the case of Glu,
an ellipsoid with the radii (50°, 50°, 40°) was used instead of a sphere.
Clustering in the Cartesian space
For further analysis, the rotamers dihedral angles coordinates were converted into the
Cartesian coordinates. Some rotamers appeared to be very close to each other in the
Cartesian space (see an example in Figure 3). Typically they differed in the last dihedral
angle, which showed to be more variable.26 To remove the redundancy, the RMSD-based
linkage clustering was performed on the libraries for residues with more than one dihedral
angle, excluding Pro. Rotamers within a predefined radius were merged, and the rotamer
with higher probability was kept as the representative. Table S4 shows the number of
rotamers for different RMSD clustering radii. The distance between the rotamers was
calculated as the RMSD of the side-chain atoms. To generate the non-redundant libraries
(Table S3), we chose 2 Å radius often used to evaluate the accuracy of small ligand
docking.32–34 After visual inspection, Leu, Lys, Met, Arg, and Gln rotamers were clustered
with a slightly larger 2.3 Å radius to connect rotamers that have similar near-backbone
dihedral angles and RMSD ≤ 2.3Å. The number of rotamers in the non-redundant libraries is
shown in Table II. All rotamers were examined for internal clashes, with no clashes
detected. A clash was defined as a distance between two non-bonding atoms < 2 Å.
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Probability of side-chain transition upon binding
Bound-to-unbound rotamer transition maps/matrices (Tables S5, S6 and Figure 4),
containing percentages and probabilities of transition between rotamers and within rotamers,
were compiled for each amino acid at the interface and non-interface areas. The rows and
columns of the transition maps/matrices correspond to a rotamer in the unbound (row) and
bound (column) states. The non-redundant libraries of bound/unbound interface/non-
interface rotamers (Table S3) were used. A transition matrix element (i,j) is the probability
of the conformational change from unbound rotamer i to bound rotamer j calculated as a
ratio between the number of i to j transitions and all transitions of the unbound rotamer i.
The element (i,j) of a transition map is the percentage of changes between unbound rotamer
i and bound rotamer j in all conformational changes of the amino acid. The rows and
columns with no number in Tables S5 and S6 correspond to a set of conformations not
assigned to rotamers. The corresponding matrix element is the percentage/probability of a
transition, where one or both side-chains are in the non-rotameric conformation. The sum of
all elements in the transition map, as well as the sum of the elements in each line in the
transition matrix, is 100.
The rotamer stability can be evaluated by a corresponding diagonal element of the transition
matrix that corresponds to the probability of a conformational change within the same
rotamer. The overall stability of an amino acid is the sum of the diagonal elements of the
transition map (Figure 5).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To explore the conformational preferences of bound and unbound surface side chains at the
interface and non-interface areas, six rotamer libraries were generated: full unbound,
interface unbound, non-interface unbound, full bound, interface bound, and non-interface
bound (Tables S2 and S3).
Rotamer libraries
Table II shows the number of rotamers in the redundant and non-redundant rotamer
libraries. The variation of rotamer numbers for Glu, Leu, Met, Gln, Lys, and Arg between
the rotamer libraries results from disappearance of the low probability rotamers (see Tables
S2 and S3). The libraries include dihedral angle values for each rotamer, the number of
conformations in a cluster associated with the rotamer, and the probability of the rotamer.
Comparison of the rotamer libraries is summarized in Table III, showing the RMSD in the
dihedral angles space between the closest rotamers from different libraries, along with the
difference in the rotamer probabilities/shares. The rotamers of small amino acids with one
dihedral angle (Cys, Ser, Thr, Val) and Pro are similar in bound and unbound states in all
three libraries (RMSD between closest rotamers ≤ 13°, difference between the rotamer
probabilities ≤ 10%). The differences of RMSD > 50° were found between the rotamer
libraries of Leu, His, Gln, Glu, Met and Arg. Variations in the last dihedral angle are often
the main reason for the larger differences between the rotamers. The maximal difference
between the rotamer probabilities is 14%. The rotamer coverage of long residues Met, Gln,
Lys and Arg is smaller than the coverage of the shorter residues in all the libraries. Long
amino acids with three and four dihedral angles have more degrees of freedom and thus
more rotamers, as expected. The dihedral angles distributions of these residues are sparser,
due to the larger number of non-rotameric residues.
There is a significant difference between the non-redundant libraries of Arg and Lys. Both
amino acids have long, positively charged side chains with four dihedral angles. In all six
libraries, Lys has five rotamers that cover 77 – 81% of all residues (Table IV) and are very
similar in conformation and probability. In contrast, Arg has 9 – 13 rotamers in different
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libraries that cover 67 – 77% of all residues. The conformations of the corresponding
rotamers have larger variation between the libraries, especially between the interface and
non-interface bound/unbound libraries (Table III). Such significant difference between Arg
and Lys may be explained by the choice of the clustering RMSD, different sizes of the
terminal group, and different statistics (in our protein sets, Lys is represented ~1.6 times
more than Arg). Also Arg and Lys show different conservation propensities.18 Arg is highly
conserved at the interface and to a lesser extent at the non-interface. At the same time, Lys is
weakly conserved at the interface and highly conserved at the non-interface.
Overall, the small difference between bound and unbound rotamers should be expected
because the majority of proteins in the current non-redundant sets of protein complexes
(e.g., Dockground set and the Benchmark set35 from Weng and co-workers) undergo small
unbound-to-bound conformational changes. Indeed, The Weng’s Benchmark has interface
Cα RMSD < 2.2 Å for 86% of complexes, and the Dockground set used in this study has Cα
RMSD < 2 Å for 71% of complexes.
Inter- and intra-rotamer transitions
Analysis of the transition maps/matrices (Figure 4 and Tables S5/S6) shows that, in general,
large numbers are on the diagonal, indicating that a conformation in the unbound state
prefers to stay in the same rotamer in the bound state. There are, however, some exceptions
related to the rotamers with small occupancy. Large elements of the transition maps/matrices
were found also for transitions to a bound rotamer adjacent to the unbound one. In such
case, the bound rotamer differs slightly from the unbound one in the near-backbone dihedral
angle.
The percentage of the transitions between rotamers often decreases with the decrease of the
rotamer occupancy (Table S5). There are few exceptions in the case of long residues as well
as Trp and Ser. The percentage of the transitions between the two most occupied rotamers is
usually higher than the percentage of other transitions. Interestingly, this is true also when it
involves changes in the first dihedral angle, even though such changes are rare and may
cause large conformational shifts not characteristic to rotameric transitions. The probability
of the transitions between the rotamers increased with the decrease of the rotamer stability
(Table S6).
The stabilities of interface and non-interface residues (the trace of the transition matrix) are
shown in Figure 5. The stability on the non-interface surface is almost always higher than
that at the interface, reflecting the fact that the non-interface surface residues are not directly
affected by the binding, and the influence of the crystal contacts is weaker than that of the
interface contacts (see also Ref.26). Whether at the interface or on non-interface surface,
long residues with three or four dihedral angles were always less stable than the shorter
residues. The interface stability larger than the non-interface one by > 9% was determined
for Ser, Gln, Glu, Met, and Arg. High conformation flexibility of long residues and Ser on
protein surface was also observed in the ensembles of unbound proteins, possibly due to
crystal packing.36
Comparison with other rotamer libraries
A number of unbound rotamer libraries have been published previously 25,30,37–48 (see
Ref.49 for a review). There are backbone-independent, secondary-structure-dependent, and
backbone-dependent rotamer libraries. In comprehensive analysis of rotamers by Dunbrack
and Cohen25 the torsional space was divided into bins, and Bayesian statistics was used to
obtain population estimates of sparse regions. In one of the latest backbone-independent
rotamer libraries, the “Penultimate rotamer library” (PL)47 by Lovell, Richardson and co-
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workers, the dihedral angle space was clustered and rotamer positions were defined as the
distribution mode. Generally, the rotamer libraries are constructed by either clustering the
observed conformations or by dividing dihedral angle space into bins and determining the
most probable conformation in each bin. Because of these inherent differences in the
rotamer definitions, the comparison of these two types of libraries is not straightforward.
Thus, we compared our library to the PL rotamer library of Richardson et al., which is based
on a similar paradigm of rotamer definition by clustering in the dihedral angles space. The
comparison with our redundant full surface unbound library is detailed in Table S7.
Generally, the two libraries are similar in rotamers and their probabilities. The similarity
between the libraries indicates the robustness of our results, because significantly different
protein sets and clustering methods were used to derive the rotamer libraries in these studies.
There are some rotamers in our library that correspond to two PL rotamers and vice versa.
For example, Asn rotamer 3 in our library corresponds to three PL rotamers (m-20°, m-80°
and m120°). Gln rotamer mt-30° in PL corresponds to rotamers 1, 2, and 5 in our library.
Some low probability rotamers disappear altogether (e.g., Glu rotamers 10, 13, and 15 in our
library, and Met rotamers ptp, tpt, ttt, mmt in PL). Corresponding rotamers may also be
different in the last dihedral angle (Tyr, Gln, and Arg rotamers 4), which corresponds to the
rotation of the side chain tip, and have small RMSD. Some differences in the rotamer
probabilities result from different rotamer boundaries used in the libraries. The principal
difference, of course, is the datasets used to compile the libraries – unbound proteins for PL
and bound vs. unbound proteins in our libraries.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Side chains in protein-protein complexes have been analyzed in bound and unbound
conformations at the interface and non-interface surface areas. Six rotamer libraries were
generated: full surface, surface non-interface, and surface interface - each for bound and
unbound states. The rotamers represented local peaks in multidimensional distribution of
conformations in the dihedral space. The Variable Threshold clustering algorithm was
applied to derive the rotamers, defined as the most probable conformations in the clusters.
To generate non-redundant rotamer libraries, the rotamers were further clustered with a 2 Å
radius. These libraries provide an opportunity to reduce the sampling of conformational
space in docking, while maintaining 2 Å accuracy. The analysis of the rotamer libraries
revealed their high similarity. The rotamer libraries were used to generate maps/matrices of
unbound to bound transitions for the surface side chains. The transition maps showed that,
typically, most side chains change conformation within its unbound rotamer, or shift to an
adjacent bound rotamer that only slightly differs from the unbound one in the near-backbone
dihedral angle. The percentage of the transitions between two most occupied rotamers is
usually the highest one. The interface transition maps revealed more asymmetry than the
non-interface ones because of the intermolecular interaction upon binding.
Rotamer and residue stabilities were defined based on the transition maps/matrices. The
non-interface residues stability was higher than that of the interface. Long side chains with
three or four dihedral angles were less stable than the shorter ones. The percentage of the
transitions between rotamers often decreased with the decrease of the rotamer occupancy. At
the same time, the probability of the transitions between rotamers increased with the
decrease of the rotamer stability.
The analysis showed differences in conformational transitions of interface and non-interface
residues, which can be utilized in docking protocols. We plan to expand our study to
systematically investigate the coupling between the backbone and the side-chain
conformational changes at the interface and non-interface areas. This will provide a more
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comprehensive characterization of binding mechanisms, and may suggest more effective
ways to implement protein flexibility in docking. The biased sampling based on the
transition matrices may accelerate the flexible docking search by discriminating the low
probability conformational states in docking approaches. Our plans involve implementation
of the rotameric preferences in the flexible docking protocol, as well as comparative analysis
of such preferences in experimentally determined and modeled protein structures.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Clustering of Histidine conformations in dihedral space
Numbers correspond to the clusters rank. Points are colored according to clusters. Due to the
dihedral space periodicity, clusters 3, 4, 6 and 9 are visually separated.
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Figure 2. Cluster coverage of unbound interface Lysine conformations
The coverage and the increase in coverage are shown as functions of the number of clusters,
for different cluster radii: 50° (□/■), 45° (△/▲), and 35 ° (▽/▼).
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Figure 3. Rotamers of Histidine
The rotamers obtained by 2 Å RMSD clustering are in orange.
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Figure 4. Unbound-to-bound conformational transition maps
The element tij is the percentage of changes between unbound rotamer i and bound rotamer j
in all conformational changes of the amino acid (Σtij = 100). The rows and columns with no
number correspond to conformations not assigned to rotamers. The numerical values are in
Table S5.
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Figure 5. Stability of surface side chains
The stability is defined as the sum of diagonal elements in transition maps.
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Table I
Initial clustering radii.




















Ellipsoid with radii [50, 50, 40] was used instead of a sphere
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Table IV
Coverage of rotamer libraries.
Amino acid Interface Unbound/Bound Non-interface Unbound/Bound Full Unbound/Bound Penultimate rotamer library47
SER 98/99 100/100 100/100 98
VAL 98/98 100/99 100/100 99
THR 98/98 100/100 100/100 99
CYS 100/98 100/98 100/97 99
PRO 100/100 100/100 100/100 93
ILE 99/100 98/98 98/98 99
LEU 100/99 100/100 100/100 93
ASN 91/95 96/97 96/97 94
ASP 100/100 100/100 100/100 96
HIS 99/98 99/99 99/99 94
PHE 98/99 100/100 99/99 98
TYR 100/99 99/99 100/99 98
TRP 94/98 97/97 95/97 94
GLN 82/83 91/89 91/91 88
GLU 92/90 96/97 96/97 91
MET 51/66 79/81 75/82 86
LYS 81/79 79/77 78/78 81
ARG 75/67 76/74 77/74 82
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